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they deserved. They were led to expect, from Mr. CA.RD-
WELL’S speech, that in the execution of the reorganisation
he indicated existing rights would not be cancelled, and they
hoped that promotion after fifteen years’ service might be
looked forward to with confidence. They searched the new
’Warrant in vain for any grounds for this confidence, and
the Army List that followed the issue of the Warrant soon
settled their expectations in the other direction. The oppor-
tunity of introducing a new and unpopular, but as we be-
lieve a sound principle, has been seized for increasing the
medical officer’s duties and responsibilities, and for depriving I

him of certain rights and privileges that he has hitherto
enjoyed. In numerous details the authorities appear to

have spared no pains to make the new order of things dis-
tasteful to medical officers. The more we learn, the firmer

is our belief that the medical heads are powerless to effect
the changes that are required. The medical officers look to

the medical journals and to the universities and colleges to
take up their cause and to assist them in gaining what is,
not apparently, but really and rightly, due to them. The

attempt of the present Government to effect an insignificant
saving can only end in their incurring a heavier outlay at
no very distant time. The cost of living, the expense of
education, and the requirements of examining boards are
not diminishing ; the number of young men entering the
medical profession is not increasing in proportion to the
increase of population, while opportunities are opening up
for their employment in other walks than those of the

public services. The present is scarcely the time to impose
fresh duties on medical officers on the one hand, and to
diminish the attractions which the service holds out on the

other. If concessions are not made, and that soon, it is easy
to see what will happen. Young medical men will ask
themselves whether it is worth the candle. They will cease
to regard the army as offering them any attractions, and
this or a future Government will find itself compelled to
take new ground in a position less advantageous to them.
This lesson has to be learned on the other side of St. George’s
Channel. Memorials to the War Office from the Irish

medical colleges will do nothing so long as the latter supply
the necessary number of candidates.

Medical Annotations.
"Ne quid nimis."

THE COLLECE OF SURCEONS’ ELECTION.

THE event has proved that the approaching election
into the Council of the College of Surgeons will be of a
more exciting character than was at first anticipated.
Mr. Quain has, as we expected, declined to seek re-

election, and there will therefore be three vacant seats for
competition besides that of Sir James Paget, who will
of course be returned. For these vacancies there are no
fewer than eight candidates, who stand in the following
order on the Fellows’ Register:-Mr. Francis Hird (1843),
Mr. Haynes Walton (1848), Mr. Cooper Forster (1849), Mr.
Edward L. Hussey (1849), Mr. John Marshall (1849), Mr.
Thomas H. Wakley (1849), Mr. William S. Savory (1852),
and Mr. George Southam (1853). Of these gentlemen, Mr.
Mr. Hird is one of the original batch of fellows made by

the Charter of 1843, and stands next in seniority to Mr.
Prescott Hewett; all the others are fellows by examination,
with the exception of Mr. Southam, who is one of the 11 ten-
pounders" elected under the Charter of 1852 from among
members of the College dating prior to 1843.
Mr. Hird is the senior surgeon of Charing-cross Hospital,

but has up to a comparatively recent period practised mid-
wifery, which fact would formerly have excluded him from
the Council; but the provisions of the Charter of 1852

simply forbid practice " as an apothecary," and when mem-
bers of the Council have to form part of a board of ex-
aminers in midwifery, it may not be unadvisable that one of
their number should have a practical acquaintance with the
subject. Mr. Haynes Walton is one of the most active
members of the surgical staff of St. Mary’s Hospital, and
has charge of the ophthalmic department of that institu-
tion, having been for many years surgeon to the Central
London Ophthalmic Hospital. Mr. Cooper Forster is a

gentleman well known and appreciated at Guy’s Hos-
pital, of which he is one of the surgeons. Mr. Hussey is
well known as a practitioner in Oxford, where he is senior
surgeon of the Radcliffe Infirmary. Mr. Marshall is Pro-

fessor of Surgery in University College, and surgeon to
University College Hospital. He has recently been elected
Professor of Anatomy to the Royal Academy, and is well
known in the literary and artistic world. Mr. Wakley is
consulting surgeon to the Royal Free Hospital, of which he
was for many years surgeon. In justice to Mr. Wakley
and ourselves, we think it right to state at this earliest
opportunity that, though a proprietor of THE LANCET,
he has never taken any share in its direction or

editorial management. Mr. Savory is surgeon to St. Bar-

tholomew’s Hospital and lecturer on Surgery. He has since
1870 been a member of the Court of Examiners, and was
Hunterian Professor of Comparative Anatomy in 1859. Mr.
Southam is surgeon to the Royal Infirmary at Manchester
and lecturer on Surgery. He is, moreover, President of the
Council of the British Medical Association.

THE MARRIACE OF POTENTIAL LUNATICS.

IT is not often that we are called upon to notice so gross
a piece of imprudence, or wickedness, as the marriage of a
sane person to an actual lunatic. Still, even this outrage
on humanity is not absolutely unknown, as a recent case
reminds us; and while our indignant horror is aroused by
such an occurrence, it may be useful for the profession to
reflect upon a practically much more important question:
How far it is justifiable for those persons to marry who,
though not themselves insane, belong to families so deeply
tainted with the tendency to nervous disease that every.-
member must be considered in danger either of becoming
insane himself or of begetting children who will go mad?
There are not a few persons, both within and outside the

profession, who habitually resent the mere notion of any
interference with natural affections, upon problematical
grounds, as a gross injustice and impolicy. It will not be

denied, however, by any sensible and educated man, that
the question is one of degree. No one can doubt that there
are some men and some women who, though they have
never shown a trace of insanity themselves, are as much
bound by moral considerations to abstain from reproducing
their species as any declared lunatic would be bound by
the prohibition of the law. Who can doubt, for example,
that a person, though not himself mad, is bound to remain
single if, let us say, he be one of five children by the same
parents, the other four having all become insane? A man

who concealed such a family history till after marriage

would be held to have acted most basely, and to have not
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merely exposed his wife to a terrible anxiety on his account
for which she was unprepared, but also to have ensured, so
far as he could, the birth of children destined to insanity.
The question, then, is only one of degree ; and, at the

risk of being called visionary, unpractical, &c., especially
by the smart young legal gentlemen who write pseudo-
psychology for certain weekly papers, we would urge upon
the profession the desirability of taking up this subject
in a serious manner. It may, for aught we know, prove
impossible ever to prevent by law the marriage of per-
sons who are not actually insane in a manner capable of
legal proof. But custom and public feeling can do nearly
anything in such matters if they be rightly directed; and
we beg to suggest a very important duty which the medical
profession might perform in connexion with this matter.
Let some small group of physicians trained to the business
of observing insanity and other nervous diseases, and with
large opportunities in that direction, devote their spare
time during the next ten years to investigating the family
history of the insane and of other sufferers from grave
nervous disease in a far more thorough manner than it is
commonly done, and to working out a formula of the per-
centage of probability of insanity or other serious nervous
disorder in children born with such and such relationships
and placed under such and such necessary circumstances.
No doubt this would be a gigantic task; and it is not im-
possible that the result of ten years’ work might be to con-
vince the observers of the impracticability of any such
calculation. But even in that case there would be most
valuable results of other kinds from the collection of such
an important and varied catalogue of facts concerning the
inheritance of nervous disease. And supposing, on the
contrary, that anything like a calculable ratio of inherit-
ance of insanity and other grave neuroses were made out,
its communication to the public, through the medium of
the British Association or the Social Science Association,
might well be the starting-point of an important reform in
a matter as to which there is the strangest ignorance in
society. As things stand at present, there is scarcely any
medium between the folk that feel a blind panic of even
the slightest trace of family insanity and a much larger
class who seem to be perfectly ignorant of or indifferent to
the perils which are connected with the highly developed
neurotic inheritance, and this is neither creditable nor safe.

THE INNERVATION OF THE LACHRYMAL CLAND.

DR. DEMTscHENKo (Pfliiger’s Archiv, Sept., 1872) has
lately conducted a series of experiments with a view of
determining the innervation of the lachrymal gland. The
animals (dogs, cats, and rabbits) were rendered insensible
by morphia. The stimulus applied was an induced current
of electricity. The quantity of fluid secreted by the glands
when irritated was estimated by the number of square
centimetres of blotting-paper that were moistened. Some
differences in the mode of experimenting were found to be
required in the different animals. In the dog and cat the
lachrymal nerve could be reached from the orbit, but in
the rabbit the skull had to be opened. M. Demtschenko
found that no influence upon the activity of the lachrymal
gland was exerted by the temporo-motor branch of the

fifth, but the secretion was augmented by irritation of the

sympathetic nerve. Irritation of this nerve renders the

conjunctiva moister even when the lachrymal gland has
previously been excited. The increased flow of tears which
follows irritation of various cranial nerves, such as the
frontal infra-orbital, nasal, lingual, glosso-pharyngeal, and
pneumogastric, is not interfered with by section of the
sympathetic, but is immediately checked by section of the

lachrymal nerves. Chloroform narcotisation does not prevent
the manifestation of this reflex action. The secretion pre-
sents some differences, according to whether the sym-

pathetic or the fifth nerve is irritated, being cloudy in the
former case, limpid, clear, and abundant in the latter. The
sympathetic nerve seems to maintain the normal degree of
moisture of the eye, whilst the fifth governs the flow of

tears, since in cases of paralysis of the latter nerve the con-
junctiva remains moist, but the power of shedding tears is
lost. Ligature of the carotid artery materially diminishes,
whilst ligature of the jugular vein augments, the flow of
tears following irritation of the lachrymal nerve. All con-
ditions producing dyspnoea lead to increased flow of tears.

THE DUKE OF EDINBURCH AT KINC’S.

"THESE are imperial works, and worthy Kings," was the
not inapt quotation of an eye-witness of last Friday’s cere-
mony, when a royal duke distributed the medical prizes at
the College of royal name. The attendance was numerous
and distingu&eacute;, including the Duke of Cambridge, the Arch-
bishop of York, Earl Powis, the Bishop of Ely, Sir Thomas
Watson, the Principal of the College, the Dean of the
Medical Faculty, as well as the medical staff. The Duke
of Edinburgh acquitted himself on the occasion with a tact
and neatness which the public ought to have more frequent
opportunities of appreciating. Nothing is more gratifying
than to see the members of the Royal Family taking part in
academic or scientific ceremonials. Such lectures as those
of Prince Arthur atwoolwich on the artof war, supplemented
by that of Colonel Adye’s on the Central Asian question, at
Marlborough House, under the Prince of Wales’s auspices9
rob of its sting the disloyal satire so often leveled at the
distaste for intellectual questions in high places. The art

of war as a theme appropriate to a Court distinguished in
its annals is not unsuitably replaced by the art of healing,
as a topic congenial to a family whose interest in the well-
being of its subjects includes the physical no less than the
moral side. Sanitas sanitatum omnia sanitas counterbalances
as a policy that which in these days fulfils itself in "bloated
armaments" and destructive campaigns. Our profession
supplies the rank and file as well as the officers of that

great sanitary service, and it is as much in keeping with
the domestic duties of the Royal Family that it should pre-
side at the distribution of prizes at a medical school as it is
with its imperial duties that it should award similar honours
at a military one. Au reste, it was well that King’s College
bad so satisfactory an appearance to make before its august
visitors, and that the roll-call of distinguished prizemen
should have been answered so effectively from an increased
number of competitors. 

-

FEES OF MEDICAL WITNESSES.

IF such a transaction as that graphically detailed in
THE LANCET of the 24th of May, by Dr. Steele, of the
Workhouse Hospital, Liverpool, had happened anywhere
but in a court of justice, it would have brought great
discredit on the responsible parties. As it is, we shall
do our part to expose what we take to be a proceeding
as illegal as it is unjust. Dr. Steele was subpoenaed
as a witness in the Court of Passage, Liverpool. He

attended for seven hours a day for seven days. To every

inquiry he made he was told, "the cases are short, yours is
coming on next." At last, on the seventh day, the case did
come on. On going into the witness-box, he told Mr.
Attorney-General Pickering that he had received no fee, and
objected to give evidence until he was paid for attendance.
Thereupon the plaintilro counsel coolly told him that his
evidence would not be required, and consequently he re-
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ceived no payment. We shall not further characterise this
" practice." The fee for a medical witness in the Court of

Passage is a guinea a day, and reasonable expenses should
be tendered to him when he is served with the subpoena. In
civil cases he cannot be attached for declining to give
evidence unless these charges are paid or tendered. But the
objection that he has not been paid must be raised before
he has been sworn. In criminal cases, it is true, no tender
of fees is necessary, except in cases in which a witness

living in one distinct part of the United Kingdom is sub-
poenaed to attend in another. In that case he is not liable
to punishment for disobedience of the process, unless at the
time of service a reasonable and sufficient sum of money to

defray the expenses of coming, attending, and returning has
been tendered. The law clearly considers that the witness
should be paid a reasonable sum when subpcenaed. What
shall we say then of the legality or fairness of keeping a
medical witness in attendance seven hours a day for seven
days and then answering his demand for fees by doing
without his evidence! Dr. Clarke, of Blackhill, and Dr.
Steele deserve the thanks of the profession for the stand
they have made in this matter, and their example should be
imitated. 

-

HEALTH OF THE KHIVA EXPEDITION.

THE forethought of the Russian Government in the
treatment of its soldiers-u children of the Czar"-are

favourably displayed in the admirable medical and hygienic
arrangements of the army now marching on Khiva. Bri-
tish military surgeons will probably be surprised to learn I
that in the Turkestan division, comprising the Dshisak and
Kazalin columns (the former consisting of 4687 and the
latter of 2352 men), although it had suffered severely from
snow, rain, and cold, there were, up to the 15th April, but
twenty-five cases of sickness, twenty of these belonging to
the Dshisak column. When we consider the nature of the

country through which the troops marched, and the scarcity
of water, this immunity from disease appears remarkable.
It is due, however, to the sanitary precautions taken, and the
rigid supervision exercised in everything pertaining to the
health and well-being of the soldiers. Attached to the
Turkestan division are fourteen doctors, one veterinary
surgeon, one apothecary, and twenty-nine medical assist-
ants (including dressers and dispensers). Acertainnumber
of camels are reserved exclusively for the use of the sick
and wounded. One noteworthy feature in the dietetic

r&eacute;gime of the expedition is the substitution of tea for

spirituous liquors, the latter being only given when the
medical officer considers alcoholic stimulants absolutely
necessary. We shall be anxious to know how far this

arrangement meets the consent of the men. Whatever its

advantages may be, we fear it would prove unpalatable to
our own soldiers. 

____

THE ADULTERATION ACT.

THE recent decision at the Court of Queen’s Bench in the
case of Fitzpatrick v. Kelly, heard before no less than three
judges, is one which the public have reason to hail with the
utmost satisfaction. If this judgment be maintained it
will remove the one great difficulty which has hitherto
frustrated most of the efforts made to enforce the Act-

namely, the presumed necessity to prove a guilty knowledge
on the part of the seller-an impossibility in most cases.
This, it is now ruled in what may be termed the Liverpool
great butter case, is not required by the Act in question,
The one great principle held in view by the judges in
coming to this decision was that articles sold should be
what they really profess to be in the names by which the3
are sold; so that when a purchaser asks for butter he hai

a right to be supplied with that article and nothing else.
This is a plain principle of common fairness and honesty,
and it is one for which we have strenuously contended in
the Reports of THE LANCET Analytical Sanitary Commission
for more than twenty years past; we have therefore no
little satisfaction in finding that the justice of this prin-
ciple has been at length acknowledged by such high legal
authority.
This righteous judgment is a real gain to the public,

and it strengthens greatly the hands of those who are
striving to render the Adulteration Act effective. The im-
mediate effect of the ruling of the Judges in the case in
question is to refer it back for hearing to the magistrate
before whom the case was originally brought, and before
whom we anticipate a second break-down; for while few
things are more common than the adulteration of the

cheaper kinds of butter, nothing is more difficult to estab-
lish by scientific proof and evidence.
We are glad to see that this Act has recently been

brought to bear with effect on the adulterators of bread with
alum. This adulteration has long been punishable by law;
but, some way or other, few convictions have taken place of
late years for this sophistication of the staff of life. Let us
now hope that for the future no week will be allowed to
pass by our analysts without convictions being obtained in
our law courts against those guilty of so injurious an adul-
teration. 

___

INFANTICIDE.

A PAPER on this subject, by Mr. F. W. Lowndes, of

Liverpool, was read at the Social Science Association on
Monday evening last. Statistics showing the number of
inquests on new-born children in Liverpool were given,
to demonstrate the importance of adopting some means for
putting a stop to child-murder. Mr. Lowndes goes beyond
the recommendation that none but duly-qualified midwives
should be allowed to practise-he thinks they ought also to
be subject to an annual licence to practise, the renewal of
such licence to be contingent on satisfactory proofs of cha-
racter and capacity, and that it should be immediately
forfeitable by neglect or misconduct. The practice of mid-
wifery by unlicensed persons he held should be punishable
by heavy fine or imprisonment. Upon these points a lady
who was present, speaking as a midwife, expressed herself
in a manner as becoming as it was forcible against the
adoption of such a 11 ticket-of-leave" system as was pro-
posed by the author of the paper, and protested against the
ever-recurring but utterly unfounded assumption that con-
cealment of birth, fraud, or foul-play, would be put down
by regulations referring exclusively to midwives. The com-
pulsory registration of all births, whether of living or dead
infants, was advocated, Mr. Lowndes going so far as to
propose that notice of birth should be given to the registrar
within forty-eight hours after its occurrence, the time pro-
posed by the new Registration Bill being forty-two days! f
We suspect that the wide difference between these two

periods arises from an insufficient allowance in the first for
practical difficulties which are officially recognised in the

, longer time allowed by the Bill. If the limit of six weeks
, errs in one direction, as we are inclined to think it does,
. assuredly Mr. Lowndes has gone to the other extreme in
! his limit of two days. The suggestion that the penalty
, clause for any neglect to give notice of birth should com-
I prise a reward to the informer or prosecutor was, in our
. judgment, rightly condemned by Mr. Safford, whose ex-
L perience in criminal law led him to look with abhorrence
! upon any attempt to resuscitate the hateful class of
r 11 common informers." Further suggestions tending to
J show how the condition of single pregnant women might
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be ameliorated, and the desirability of collecting adequate
data in relation to still-births, were comprised in Mr.
Lowndes’s paper, which, on the whole, was less interesting
than it would doubtless have proved had the author been
present at the meeting. -

THE INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS SUBSTANCES
ON THE REFLEX EXCITABILITY OF

THE SPINAL CORD.

DR. S. MEIHUIZEN gives, in Pfliioer’s Archiv (Band vii.,
Heft 4 and 5), the results of a series of experiments he has
made on the effects of various agents on the reflex irrita-
bility of the spinal cord. The animals were chiefly frogs,
and the disturbing influence of the brain was removed by
section of the cord below the medulla oblongata. The test

of the degree of irritability of the spinal cord was in most
instances very dilute (1- per cent.) sulphuric acid, which
was applied to the surface of the skin at intervals of a
quarter of an hour, and the time before contraction occurred
noted. Meihuizen finds that bromide of potassium rapidly
depresses the excitability of the spinal cord, and ultimately
entirely abolishes it, and he gives certain experiments
which show that it is not due to the action of this salt on
the periphery, or on the nerve-cords, but upon the cord
itself. The salts of zinc have a similar action. He considers
the acetate might properly be regarded as a narcotic.
Chloral hydrate lowers the reflex activity, and its action is
also central. Experiments with strychnia brought out the
curious fact that whilst the nerves and muscles become

highly sensitive to mechanical irritation, there is no material
increase in their reaction upon the application of chemical
stimuli. Quinine, even in moderate doses, rapidly dimi-
nishes, and ultimately extinguishes, the reflex activity of
the cord, but this action is apparently not direct, but in
great measure indirect, through disturbance of the circula-
tion and arrest of the heart’s action. Alcohol (10 per cent.)
-first and for a long time greatly lowered and then exalted
the irritability of the spinal cord. Caffein rapidly lowered
it (1 c. c. of 10 per cent.), almost entirely abolishing it in
four hours. Morphia first depressed, then exalted, and
finally abolished the excitability of the cord. Digitalis has
Tio influence on the spinal cord as a centre, but it acts as a
depressant upon it, through its action on the vaso-motor
system. -

FEMALE MEDICAL STUDENTS.

THE notices from the Birmingham Daily Post of June 6th
and 7th convey an imperfect account of what has taken
place in reference to the above question, and consequently
lead to incorrect conclusions as to the true feelings of the
majority of the Professors. We understand the real state
of this question to be that the Professors in the first in-
stance unanimously recommended the Council to admit
women. "They deemed it advisable, however, that women
students should be taught in separate classes, and should
be provided with a separate dissecting-room." In other

words, this resolution, which took the place of the original
one submitted " to admit women without any restriction at

all," really meant that the Council of the College might
establish a medical school for women, but they must do it
with separate classes and separate professors-an impos-
sibility. The answer to this on the part of the Council, as
doubtless was contemplated by the mover and seconder of the
resolution, Mr. Pemberton and Mr. Clay, was, That the Coun-
cil, whilst fully recognising the right of women to occupy any
field of employment for which they may deem themselves
qualifled, and desirous to afford any facility in its power to-
wards the higher education of women, consider that it cannot
under its existing arrangements conveniently admit female

students to any of its departments, and is not prepared at
present to make such alterations as the admission of female
students would require." On this followed the public
meeting of ladies at the " Plough and Harrow" (Daily
Post, June 4th), and the meeting of Professors on the 5th,
with Mr. Bracey’s resolutions.
The amendment, which was moved by Mr. Pemberton and

seconded by Mr. Clay, and which was carried by 12 to 7,
whilst it appeared to simply support the conclusions at
which the Council had arrived, as a matter of convenience,
was really based on the conviction that the contemplated
admission of women students into the Queen’s College
meant the dismemberment of the institution.

HOSPITAL SUNDAY IN IRELAND.

THE leading Dublin organ-the Evening Ma!&mdash;advocates
in an eloquent article the extension of the Hospital Sunday
movement to the sister island. After eulogising the success
of the scheme in England-" a conspicuous feature," as it
justly remarks, "in the philanthropic annals of the year"
-and remarking on the advantages which will flow "from
this binding together of labour and religion," the Evening
Mail asks, "Are we to accept it as impossible that Dublin
can ever be the scene of a Hospital Sunday ?" The great
obstacle, it seems, to such a consummation is the denomi-
national feeling-the odium theologicum-still rampant in
Ireland. Public men preach on the platform and write in
the press of " the union of Irishmen in heart and hand."

Now, however, has come the practical test in the hospital
collection. The mode of collection could be so easily put
on an equitable basis that resistance to the scheme must
be ascribable only to denominational partiality for its own
particular institutions. Last year, however, an attempt
to promote the Hospital Sunday movement, in which,
says the Evening Mail, " a young physician, since dead
and much lamented, nobly exerted himself, broke down
through the nonconformity of the head of the Roman
Catholic Church in Dublin." The six months that have

elapsed since then will, the Evening Mail hopes, have caused
the prelate to change " his mind." If not, then all who
can afford to act without his Eminence’s sanction should

open their churches and chapels to subserve the Hospital
Sunday movement, and so secure for the Dublin infirmaries
a yearly subsidy expressive of the public sense of their
value. Such a Sunday in such a city would be a higher
example of toleration and a more effective homily against
bigotry than any amount of platform denunciation or
journalistic satire. -

THE HEALTH OF THE NAVY.

THE outbreak of enteric fever that has recently occurred
in the Flying Squadron adds one more chapter to the history
of preventable diseases afloat. The crews of the Narcissus
and the Doris were stricken with fever solely because the
water obtained from Vigo was decidedly bad. The Endymion
was fitted with Captain Crease’s patent tanks (which tanks
we took occasion to review favourably some three months
ago), and her men escaped. Condensed water was used in
the Aurora, and her crew were not at all affected. The ven-

tilation in all the ships is described as "fairly" good, but
recent unofficial investigations have shown that, compara-
tively speaking, very little attention is paid to the purity of
the air in Her Majesty’s ships below the water-line. All
who have served on the Monarch know that, even in tem-

perate latitudes, her lower deck and store-rooms were hardly
habitable, and, of course, far from healthy; but as she has
just been recommissioned, it is to be hoped that during her
long stay in Portsmouth dockyard some of these defects
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have been remedied. It has been suggested by a contem-
porary that all naval medical officers serving afloat should
be furnished with the means of making a chemical and
microscopical examination of water and other dietetic
articles. Inasmuch as a chair of naval hygiene has now
been instituted at Netley, it is to be presumed that the
necessary apparatus has been already supplied to the sur-
geons of all ships on active service, for it is manifestly
absurd to instruct officers in a special branch of scientific
knowledge unless they have subsequently the means of ’,,
applying that knowledge for the practical benefit of the
men committed to their charge.

SCOTTISH METEOROLOCICAL SOCIETY.

IN the House of Commons Mr. M’Laren recently drew
attention to the fact that whereas the Meteorological Com-
mittee of the Royal Society received &pound; 10,000 a year from
the national purse, the Scottish Meteorological Society was
compelled to depend on voluntary subscriptions. He thought
that as the latter Society afforded considerable assistance to
the former, it ought to have a share in the grant. The Treasury
Secretary quite admitted the desirableness of co-operation
between the two Societies, but said it would be "incon-
venient " to have two votes of this character in the Esti-

mates, and there the matter dropped. If we may judge
from the tenor of a correspondence which was recently
printed and circulated, the relations between the two bodies
referred to are not of a nature to promise much in the way
of co-operation. On the contrary, the Scottish Society not
only complained, surely with fair reason, that the small aid
for which they ask is withheld, but that " a portion of the
Government grant is now employed in obstructing and
undermining the Scottish Meteorological Society." The

allegation is distinctly made that the English Committee
have acted in direct violation of a written agreement into
which they had entered not to communicate with the Scot-
tish observers except through the Council of the Society,
who naturally do not like such poaching on their preserves.
One would suppose it not impossible for two scientific bodies
like the English and Scottish meteorologists not only to co-
exist without distrust of each other, but to pursue their
most useful labours in harmony. To this end the wise
maxim "bear and forbear" needs to be observed on both

sides, and especially on that which occupies the vantage
ground of Government support.

THE INCH AM INFIRMARY, SOUTH SHIELDS.

TUESDAY, the 3rd of June, will be henceforth a historical
day in South Shields. The Ingham Infirmary was

opened on that day by Alderman Williamson, who has
contributed in a princely way to the completion of the

undertaking. It is proposed at present to have only 21
beds, but there is ample room for more should they be needed.
The style of architecture is said to be a modification of
what was common in the time of Queen Anne. The Mayor
of South Shields (Alderman Glover) presided. There has
seldom been such a turn-out of the population of the town
as on this occasion, including volunteers, benefit societies,
the corporation, &c. Those only who know what is included,
by the South Shields mind, in the name of Robert Ingham,
Q.C., the son, by the way, of an eminent Newcastle surgeon,
and for twenty-five years member of the borough, will
understand the suitableness of this mode of testifying
local regard for him and commemorating his name and
character. Mr. Ingham will live long, not only in the
memories, but in the hearts of the people. If this in-
stitution is conducted in the spirit in which he has lived,
it will indeed be a kindly refuge for the sick. At the lunch

subsequently, the Dean of Durham, in proposing the toast
of the day, gave a most just account of Mr. Ingham’s
career and character, and of the secret of his influence

through a life which has not been short, and which, we
hope, will yet be much longer.

LORD DERBY ON CHARITY.

THE distribution of relief is one of the most difficult of
social problems, and we are proportionately grateful to
Lord Derby when he devotes his practical mind to its
solution. Presiding at the annual examination of the Man-
chester School for the Deaf and Dumb, on Monday last, he
reminded his audience that the task of our great hospitals
in discriminating the deserving from the undeserving
applicant was no easy one, and that its occasional non-
fulfilment was no reason for the public ceasing to be a liberal
subscriber. The principle that guides the officers of these
institutions is simply this: that of two candidates for

admission, that one shall be first admitted who can show
at once the most urgent want, and the most reasonable
prospect of ’benenting by the care bestowed. The artificial

production of pauperism is of course a vexing evil; but it
is better to allow obtrusive pretence to reap an undeserved
advantage, than to run the risk of withholding from modest
and genuine want its merited dole. The education of the

community, and its better discrimination between the false
and the true, is in this, as in other social problems, the
consummation which must be accelerated.

A LONDON MEWS.

THE sad catastrophe that recently occurred in Grosvenor-
mews suggests reflections on a state of things at once a
shame and disgrace to our boasted civilisation. Without
an actual inspection it is impossible to conceive the wretched-
ness of some of the habitations in an ordinary mews, espe-
cially in the poorer parts of London. There are thousands
of persons living in chambers above damp and offensive
stables, the approaches to which are generally by narrow,
ill-paved, and badly-drained streets. These chambers-for
there are sometimes two for a family-are generally low
and ill-ventilated, smelling strongly of the decomposing
matter below. It is here that many parturient women
lie for days and weeks at the most critical period of
their life, here the sick pass through the most dangerous
illnesses and complete their convalescence, and here the
young of delicate and ill-nourished mothers are reaxed.
With such faulty hygienic conditions it is not surprising to
find great moral depravity, for it is very certain that bad
sanitation exerts an evil influence on the habits of the

people, and good roomy houses, allowing of decent segrega-
tion of the sexes, will do more good for this class of persons
than any number of Acts of Parliament or City mission-
aries. It is really time that active steps should be taken
for the improvement of the dwellings of the poor.

SMALL-POX IN JAMAICA.

ACCORDING to the Colonial Standard of May 10th, the
small-pox, after ravaging the country districts for months,
has at length invaded Kingston, and, as usual, finds itself
unopposed by the authorities. No adequate small-pox hos-
pital is ready, and the public vaccinator is thinking of test-
ing his lymph. The Government has done one thing: a
tax of 3gd. in the pound on all rateable property has
been imposed. By the time half the people have had the
small-pox, perhaps, proper provision will be made for isolat-
ing patients, and a good machinery for carrying out vac-
cination and revaccination will exist on paper. The au-
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thorities are the more to blame in that they have been I
persistently for months implored by Dr. Bowerbank to set I
their house in order and protect Kingston from this most
horrible and most preventable of diseases. Two things are
certain : one is that small-pox will spread and kill and dis-
figure extensively in the community if it is not prevented;
the other is that vaccination and revaccination are the only
but very effective means for protecting individuals, coupled
with efficient resources for isolating actual cases of the dis-
ease. The community should, with or without the help of
the Government, see to the vaccination of all unvaccinated
children, and the revaccination of all above ten, or even a
less age, if the vaccination marks are few or faint.

FOREICN BODY IN THE BRONCHUS WITH
OBSCURE SYMPTOMS.

ON the morning of Sunday, April 13th, a child, aged two
years, was admitted into St. George’s Hospital, who had just
before swallowed a bit of tobacco-pipe stem. The child did
not appear distressed, its voice seemed natural, and there
was no paroxysmal cough. Digital examination failed to
detect any foreign body, and air entered both lungs. Next 

I

day the child’s breathing was laboured, its diaphragm I
acting violently, and the intercostal spaces being drawn in 

I

at each inspiration ; air entered both lungs freely, but
everywhere the expiratory murmur was prolonged, and a
peculiar thrill was present over the left lung. There was
much mucous expectoration, but the colour of the child was
good. On Tuesday, April 15th, Dr. Barclay examined the
patient, and found the breathing sonorous, the voice

natural, and both lungs filling at each inspiration. He in-
clined to the belief that a foreign body was present in the
air passages. Mr. Pollock advocated tracheotomy should
the symptoms increase, and proposed to perform it the fol-
lowing day unless they were modified. Late on Tuesday
night, although the child’s colour was good, the violent
diaphragmatic inspiration was increasing, and the breathing
becoming more laboured. Mr. Pick opened the trachea,
passed a probe down, made every possible search, but de-
tected no foreign body. The symptoms were not relieved
by the operation. On Wednesday there was little or no
difference in the child; warm applications were made to the e
chest, a tracheotomy tube kept in, and the surrounding air
moistened with steam. Subsequently the child grew
feebler, until it died on Tuesday, April 22nd. The autopsy
the following day revealed a piece of tobacco-pipe stem,
about an inch in length, lodged in the commencement of
the right bronchus, so that its upper end rested on the left
side of the trachea, at a spot which was ulcerated. The

lungs were in part congested and consolidated. Such an

impaction fully explains the almost symmetrical respiratory
sounds, and accounts for the forced inspiration, whilst it
shows the possibility of a probe passing into, but not de-
tecting a foreign body at, the bifurcation of the trachea.

PROF. CAIRDNER ON CRIMINAL INSANITY.

THE law, it has been remarked, is adopting towards
medico-psychology the attitude assumed by the church to
geological science. Jealous of interference with its pre-
rogative, it ignores in criminal trials the doctrine of moral
insanity, and frequent conflicts between counsel and medical
witnesses are the result. An important contribution to the
adjustment of this qucestio vexata has just been made by
Professor W. T. Gairdner, of Glasgow. He is less un-

compromising than Drs. Maudsley and Russell Reynolds in
asserting the claims of medico-psychology. How can insane
impulse to crime be possibly discriminated in all cases ? P
Law cuts us off from considering the motive, and affirms

that a crime is a crime, even if committed without a motive.

Psychology maintains the existence of insane impulses to
theft or murder, distinguishable only, if at all, through the
analysis of motive. Discrimination, thinks Dr. Gairdner,
is simply impossible. Practical expediency ought to be our
only guide, and hereditary or acquired insanity can at best

be taken into account in judging of degrees of criminality.

NURSINC IN HOSPITALS.

THE authorities of the Westminster Hospital have recently
taken an important step in advance with respect to the
nursing of their patients. Miss Merryweather, of Liverpool,
whose devotion to the sick poor is proverbial, with a staff
of trained nurses, has been entrusted with the management
of the nursing, and with power to weed out the inferior
nurses and replace them by properly educated ones; and so
far the result has been very satisfactory. It is, moreover,
intended to establish a nursing institution in connexion
with the hospital, so that vacancies may always be filled by
nurses trained in the institution. If such measures were

universally adopted, not only would a great hindrance to
the usefulness of our hospitals be removed, but a desirable
efficiency would be gained by obtaining nurses educated and
discriminating, but withal implicitly obedient to the dictates
of the medical officers. This is the consummation of woman’s

part in the healing art; and if many females who aspire to
the higher honours in the profession could be made to realise
this fact, they might confer unequivocal benefit on suffering
humanity. -

THE DRUITT TESTIMONIAL FUND.

WE publish in another column the proceedings of a

meeting of the General Committee of the above fund. The
Druitt Testimonial has been a success, of which any man

might well feel proud. Dr. Druitt has been before the

public for many a long year. His name has become a
household word in connexion with his Manual of Surgery,
and he has, as a sanitary reformer and journalist, done good
service in his time. The occasions must have been many
in which he has had to criticise and oppose the views of

others, and his great and deserved popularity bears witness
to the reputation he enjoyed for integrity of purpose and
kindliness of disposition. We cordially join with his many
friends in their expression of sympathy with him in hi3
illness and hopes for his speedy restoration to health.

CALCUTTA MEDICAL COLLEGE.

Tais institution closed its thirty-eighth session on Satur-
day, May 4th, in the University hall. The English, Ben-
galee, and Hindoo departments are under efficient professors
supplied by the Indian Medical Service, assisted by six
Hindoo and Mahomedan lecturers. These three sets of
classes consist of 1226 students, who have access to a hos-
pital admitting within the year 41,093 patients. This hospital
is one of four on a similarly large scale, while there are
many asylums and dispensaries in the city and in the Pre-
sidency. Within the last twenty years the Fever Hospital
has cured or relieved 800,000 patients, chiefly natives or the
lowest class of Christians. Since 1861 the students, many
of them Mahomedans, have increased from 409 threefold,
and the fees from .6184 to X3071 a year. In 1836 there was
but one "subject" for dissection, in 1872-73 there were
nearly nine hundred. The native Indians make excellent

surgeons and physicians, and under such teachers as Fayrer,
Chevers, Smith, the Macnamaras, and others, their progress
is rapid. Baboo Kannaye Lall Dey and Moulvie Tameez
Khan are favourable specimens of the native staff. The

subordinate grades of the medical service are supplied from
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the College, which may also one day provide surgeons for
the native regiments, if Lord Northbrooke’s reorganisation
of that service be pushed to its natural issue.

ROYAL COLLECE OF PHYSICIANS.

AT the meeting of the College held on Monday last the
question of the present position of the army medical officers
as affected by the new Warrant was brought under the
notice of the fellows in a communication received from one

of the Irish bodies. The President stated that he had

applied to the Director-General of the Army Medical De-
partment for information, and had received a reply to the
effect that the matter had been submitted to Mr. Cardwell,
and upon the receipt of his answer a communication would
be sent to the College.

It was also stated that a case had been drawn up for sub-
mission to the standing counsel of the College as to the right
of the licentiates of the College to recover specially for
medicines supplied to patients, as apparently provided for
by the Charter of the College, but denied by certain County
Court judges is recent actions.
The second report of the Committee of Reference of the

Conjoint Examination Board was submitted and discussed,
but some special observations upon the point will be found
elsewhere. 

___

THE CLEVELAND-STREET WORKHOUSE.

AMONG the many disastrous steps that have been taken
by the Local Government Board under the auspices of
Mr. St-ai3sfeld, the recent annexation of the Cleveland-
street Workhouse as a supplemental asylum to the High-
gate Infirmary is one of the most irrational and mischievous.
Surely our readers have not forgotten the old Strand Work-
house, which our Commissioners described in 1865 in terms
which aroused public indignation at the idea of its being
employed as a residence for the sick. As Mr. Pearse said
at the St. Pancras Board the other day, the place is .. not

fit for a rat to live in"; and there can be no doubt that, if
again used as an infirmary, it will quickly be found un-
inhabitable, and a new and costly building must be erected
in its place, while at the same time there are excellent new
sick wards in the Westminster Union Infirmary, which are
not half full. 

____

PARLIAMENTARY PETITIONS AND THE
MEDICAL BILL.

FROM the Twentieth Report of the Select Committee of
the House on Public Petitions we gather that the total
number of petitions against Mr. Headlam’s Bill is 99, and
the total number of signatures 4657; the total number in
its favour is 68, and the total number of signatures 642.
The Reform Committee may now be convinced of the truth
of our representation that the profession has no interest in
such a poor amendment of the Medical Act as Mr. Head-
lam’s Bill. The second reading is fixed for the 26th of July.
Of course this is tantamount to the death of the Bill, which
indeed has never had any life in it. It is to be regretted
that the Reform Committee have not more accurately per-
ceived the necessities of the case and the feeling of the
profession. 

-

ARTIFICIAL FRACTURE FOR SHORTENING
LIMBS.

FROM a paper read by Prof. Rizzoli before the Medical
Society of Bologna, we learn that he has recently had a
fourth successful case of this kind in a girl of thirteen.
The patient had had inflammation of the cotyloid cavity
when one month old, and the head of the left femur became 
dislocated. At the age of thirteen the left limb was so I

short that, when standing, the great toe hardly reached
the ground. Prof. Rizzoli, with his ingeniously constructed
osteoclast, fractured the right femur, and caused the frag-
ments to ride to such an extent as to equalise the two limbs.
Union took place in twenty days, and the patient rose from
bed after the fifth week. Full details are given in the
paper as to the management of the osteoclast (a figure of
which is given) and the mode of performing the operation.
When all the risks of such an operation are fairly taken

into consideration, it may be asked whether a high heel on
the shorter limb may not be the more sensible and secure
contrivance. 

____

THE FIRE AT THE ALEXANDRA PALACE.
Two of the men who were injured by the fire at the

Alexandra Palace are progressing favourably; but the con-
dition of Larder, who, in addition to being extensively
burnt, has sustained a comminuted fracture of both bones
of the right leg, is somewhat more critical. Up to the
time of going to press, however, no reactionary symptoms
had set in, and the patient was not suffering much pain.

THE King’s College Hospital Old Students’ Dinner took
place at Willis’s Rooms on June 6th, when there was a very
large attendance of past students. The chair was taken by
Mr. Wood, who was supported by Sir William Fergusson,
Dr. Barry, Dr. Johnson, Mr. Henry Lee, Mr. Heath, Drs.
Elin (Hertford), Meadows, Rutherford, Fenn, Kelly, Oxley,
Playne, Anstie, Buzzard, Walters, and Messrs. Henry
Smith, Bellamy, Mason, W. J. Smith, Napper, Teale (Scar-
borough), Bell, Bond, &c. The various toasts were re-

ceived with great enthusiasm, and a very pleasant evening
was enlivened by some excellent glee-singing by some old
King’s College men, ably conducted by Dr. Lavies.

WE understand that a series of special lectures will be
given at St. Mary’s Hospital Medical School, at 3 o’clock
on Wednesday afternoons, during June and July, by the
consulting officers of the hospital, as follows :-June 18th : --
Mr. White Cooper, " Recollections of eminent Surgeons and
of past Ophthalmic Practice." June 25th : Dr. T. King
Chambers on 11 Hypochondriasis." July 9th: Mr. Samuel
Lane on " Tertiary Syphilis, or the Syphilitic Cachexia."
July 16th: Dr. Sibson, F.R.S., on the "Inflaence of Ab-
dominal Distension upon the Function of the Heart and

Lungs." These lectures are open to all qualified practi-
tioners and students of medicine.

AN inquest was held at Stratford, Essex, a few days ago,
on the body of a man who died while taking a vapour bath
in the public bath-rooms of the locality. The temperature
of the bath at the time of the occurrence was not, according
to the evidence of the proprietor of the rooms, above 110*,
but Drs. Whitehouse and Kennedy, who had examined the
body soon after death, expressed their belief that it could
not have been less than 200&deg;. The jury returned a verdict
of "Death from coma, accelerated by the use of an over-
heated bath." 

____

WE are requested to state that the paragraph in our last
issue referring to " The Priory," at Roehampton (at one
time the residence for nearly forty years of Lord Justice
Knight Bruce), is altogether incorrect. The paragraph
was copied from a weekly contemporary.

THE committee appointed to arrange the erection of a
monument to the late Baron Liebig comprises the United
States’ Minister at Berlin, Mr. Bancroft, and Messrs.

Darwin, Russell, and Dove. Subscriptions should be sent
to the committee-office at Berlin Doronthenstrasse, 10.
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THE annual conversazione of University College was held on 
Wednesday evening last, when the spacious rooms and 
halls were filled to overcrowding by members and friends
of the College, between two and three thousand invitations
having been accepted. The entertainment consisted of
excellent instrumental music by the Coldstream Guards’
band, the singing of glees by the members of the College
Musical Society, and the exhibition of several scientific

apparatus. 
-

A DEPUTATION consisting of members of Parliament and
manufacturers waited upon the Home Secretary on Tuesday
last with reference to Mr. Mundella’s Bill for limiting the
hours of labour in factories. They were strongly against
the proposed reduction, and urged that the operatives them-
selves did not desire any curtailment of their work hours.
Mr. Bruce did not, however, consider that any change in
the Bill was desirable. 

____

DURING the month of May the city analyst of Dublin
made ’76 examinations of food and drink. Of 36 samples
of coffee, 24 were adulterated with chicory and burnt sugar;
the quantity of diseased meat condemned amounted to

23,000 pounds weight, whilst 250 pounds of bad fruit and
vegetables were seized, and 150 pounds of spurious tea
were destroyed. Fines from 15s. to &pound;10 were imposed, but
in no case was imprisonment substituted for a fine.

THE Standard says that a Norwegian vessel arrived in the
river on Saturday last with a sick seaman on board, and
hauled into the Surrey Commercial Docks. The man was
removed in a cab to Greenwich, was refused admission into
the Greenwich Hospital because the case was one of small- 
pox, was driven back to Rotherhithe, and was eventually
taken to the Stockwell Small-pox Hospital, where he now
lies in a bad state. 

____

AT a late meeting of the Woolwich guardians, it was de-
cided that the drugs for the infirmary and dispensary should
be purchased at two separate establishments, and that a
report should be brought up by the medical officers at the
end of three months, stating which supply had been found
most pure and efficient.- It is a very difficult task that the

guardians have given their medical officers.

THE Metropolitan Hospital Sunday collections will range ’ 
over a wide area, embracing (amongst other comparatively
distant places from town) Foot’s Cray, Bickley, Bromley,
Cheam, Chisleburst, Brentwood, Wallington, Hersham,
Long Cross, Pinner, Reigate, St. Mary Cray, Uxbridge, and
(we believe) Windsor. -

AT a general meeting of the subscribers to the Children’s
Hospital, Bristol, held on Wednesday last, the following
resolution was carried by 72 votes to 17 := That medical
and surgical appointments to the hospital be henceforward
open to lady candidates." -
MR. JOHN MARSHALL, F.R.S., Professor of Surgery in

University College, London, was on Tuesday evening last
elected by an unusually large number of votes a member of
the Athenseum Club. 

__

SiNCE our notice of the epidemic in the surgical wards of
Charing-cross Hospital there has been no evidence of its
further spread. Many of the cases attacked are now con-
valescent, and none are going on unsatisfactorily.

AT a late meeting of the Whitechapel Board of Works
Dr. Liddle reported that from the lst April 37 cases of
fever had occurred on the south side of Royal Mint-street.

WE are glad to learn that the difficulties experienced by
the Committee of the Dental Hospital in securing larger
and more commodious premises for the institution havebeen overcome. A suitable building has been obtained in
Leicester-square, with a prospect of possession on the
24th inst. 

____

THE Registrar-General’s Report for Ireland for the year
1872 gives the number of births registered during that
period as amounting to 149,292, affording a ratio of 1 in
every 95’96, or 2’78 per cent. of the estimated population,
and the deaths to 97,577, affording a ratio of only 1 in every
55’01, or 1-82 per cent. ____

DR. THURNAM has sent his valuable and, as regards the
earlier series, unique collection of British crania to Cam-
bridge. They are being arranged by Professor Humphry
in the Anatomical Museum, where they will be accessible
to those who desire to see and study them.

MR. THOMAS BOND, F.R.C.S., and Gold Medalist in

Surgery at the B.S. examination in 1866, has been elected
Assistant-surgeon to the Westminster Hospital, in the

vacancy caused by Mr. Barnard Holt’s retirement.

THE mortality last week in London and twenty other
large towns was at the rate of 22 deaths annually to every
1000 of the estimated population. In the metropolis a fatal
case of choleraic diarrhoea in a child was recorded.

CHEMISTS will be glad to hear that Watts’ Chemical

Dictionary is about to be supplemented by an additional
volume, bringing the work up to the latest results of sci-
ence. 

____

THE Lectureship on Physiology in the Medical School,
Surgeons’ Hall, Edinburgh, is now vacant. Application
should be made to the secretary of the school.

AMONG the recent matriculants at the University of
Zurich were twenty-one ladies, of whom eleven belong to the
Faculty of Medicine and ten to the Faculty of Philosophy.

THE infirmary opened at Wigan last week by H.R.H. the
Prince of Wales is to be called the " Albert Edward In-
firmarv."

THE METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL SUNDAY.

A SPECIAL general meeting of the Council of the Metro-
politan Hospital Sunday Fund was held at the Mansion House
on Friday, the 6th inst., in anticipation of the forthcoming
Hospital Sunday, appointed for the 15th of June, throughout
the whole metropolis; the Lord Mayor presiding. There
were present, among others, Sir Anthony Rothschild, BishopClaughton, Sir William Gull, the Rev. T. J. Rowsell, Mr.Jabez Hogg, the Rev. G. F. Kitto, Dr. Glover, Sir Francis

I Hicks, Mr. Thomas Turner, Mr. Charles Reed, M.P., the
Rev. W. Tennant, Mr. Arthur Currie, Mr. E. H. Currie, the
Rev. Canon Oakley, the Archimandrite Morphinos, Mr.
Octavius E. Coope, the Rev. Dr. Sadler, the Rev. Dr. Allon,
the Rev. Robert Maguire, the Rev. Marmaduke Miller, the
Rev. Dr. Kennedy, the Rev. Dr. Rigg, Mr. E. H. Scott
(banker), Mr. R. B. Martin, the Rev. Walter Morrison, Mr.
Herbert Brooks, the Rev. William Rogers, Mr. S. H. Wal-
rond, Mr. Brudenell Carter, the Rev. Thomas Newton, the
Rev. J. A. Porter, the Rev. Dr. Finch, Mr. Edward
Thornton, the Lady Mayoress, the Dowager Marchioness of
Lothian, and the Hon. Miss Stanley.
A Report of the Sub-Committee was read at the outset

by Mr. R. B. Martin, one of the honorary secretaries, stating
that an application had been made to his Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales to attend the service in St. Paul’s, but


